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Kunz Schott, Death and the Devil
Nuremberg Armour and the Art of Albrecht Dürer
Chris Dobson
Abstract
The horseman’s armour which has come
to be known as ‘the armour of Kunz
Schott von Hellingen’ is widely believed
to be homogenous, and the personal armour of that historical figure. I worked
on that armour in 1997, and in fact it is a
composite armour built up over five centuries, and notwithstanding the presence
of the Schott arms on the breastplate, evidence of personal ownership of any of the
elements by Kunz Schott himself is lacking. However, it is an intriguing puzzle,
and comparison with artworks by the renowned Nuremberg artist Albrecht Dürer,
contemporary with the manufacture of
much of the armour, demonstrates that
even if not homogenous (although some
pieces do undoubtedly belong together),
the armour is nonetheless important, and
worthy of study.

Fig 1. Anonymous, Raymond Bartel and Author.
Armour traditionally believed to have belonged to
Kunz Schott von Hellingen. Probably largely
Nuremberg, c.1495-1515. Steel, leather. The armour
is shown after restoration of the gauntlets and cuisses
by the author while it was in the Gwynn Collection.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

A note on photography in the article
When I visited Peter Gwynn to study and work on his collection of armour, I was using 35mm film, and the conditions were – to say the least – challenging. Sadly, Peter suffered a burglary while he was in the house, and it affected
him badly. Afterwards, because of his concern about being burgled again, he kept all the curtains of the ground floor
windows closed, apart from the window he was closest to. This made the rooms where the collection was kept very
dark indeed, and since I couldn’t use flash, I had to use a fast film with a high ISO. This means that the photos I took
were often quite grainy. I have done my best to correct this digitally, and I have been largely successful, but even
those photos which couldn’t be improved much are still an important record of the armour under discussion.
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The history of the armour
The armour traditionally believed to have belonged to the Franconian nobleman Kunz Schott von Hellingen (†
1523), described as the famous ‘robber knight’ of Rothenburg because of his conflict with the city of Nuremberg,
bears his coat of arms, engraved on the breastplate (Fig 1). It was preserved in the Nuremberg Zeughaus until being
acquired along with several other armours by Count Franz I zu Erbach-Erbach for his collection of arms and armour,
which he had begun to assemble by the 1780s. The armour was installed in the ‘Hall of Knights’ (the Rittersaal) at
Schloss Erbach (Odenwald), which housed two-dozen armours, each identified as belonging to famous personalities.
The earliest reference to the armour in the Erbach collection is in an 1832 catalogue, where it is described as being
painted black and gold (Fig 2). In 1930 the armour was acquired by private sale from Graf Erbach, by the famous
newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst. In 1931 it was sent to New York, for removal of the black and gold
paint (which covered the whole armour) by Hearst’s armourer Raymond Bartell, who also acted as his agent. The
removal of the paint necessitated stripping the armour down completely and then re-assembling the plates with new
rivets and leathering. At this point it lost any traces of original surface finishes it may have had. 1 In 1934 it was sent
to Hearst’s castle in Wales, St Donat’s. It subsequently passed into the Gwynn Collection, when Hearst’s collection
was broken up and sold off (starting in 1937) because of his financial difficulties.
According to the private catalogue of the Gwynn Collection, in his description of the armours at St Donat’s, and referring to the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour, Bartell stated “that all parts of the armour with the exception of the gauntlets
are original and belong together”. The catalogue continues: “We now know this not to be true, as the greaves are
associated and the gorget new”. In fact, a photo of the armour taken before it was dismantled for cleaning shows it
mounted with a completely different gorget, probably dating from the mid - late 16th century (Fig 2). It seems likely
then, that the gorget mounted with the armour when it passed into the Gwynn collection was made by Bartel. The
armour is now in the collection of Ronald S. Lauder.

Fig 2. Anonymous. Armour traditionally
believed to have belonged to Kunz Schott von
Hellingen. Probably largely Nuremberg,
c.1495-1515. Steel, leather. Photo taken by
Hans Schedelmann and Raymond Bartel at
Schloss Erbach in 1926.
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My work on the armour
I saw the armour in the 1990’s, when it formed part of the famous collection of R.T. ‘Peter’ Gwynn, in Epsom, Surrey. Peter asked me to carry out some work on the armour, and the first phase of that work tells us more about the
composite nature of the armour, and also how it has been physically altered. At least one of the gauntlets that were
mounted with the armour in the photo prior to Bartel’s work was indeed associated, but if you look carefully at the
photo, you can see that the gauntlets are not a pair. The (true) right gauntlet in the photo is recognisably the one still
with it now, with fluting on the cuff and – at the time – round-headed rivets articulating the lames. The (true) left
gauntlet in that photo has a more prominent knuckle-plate (modelled as individual roundish knuckles), no apparent
fluting on the cuff, and the rivets articulating the lames are peened over on the outside of the lames. The fact that
Bartell discarded it suggests that he believed it was less appropriate for the armour than the right ‘Maximilian’ gauntlet, or – from what happened during the restoration - perhaps less attractive to Bartel than a fluted gauntlet would be.
Plain German gauntlets with short cuffs and rounded embossed knuckles do occur around this time, but they are not
always the most elegant pieces (see for example the pair A 256 at the Wallace), and that may be why Bartel discarded the left gauntlet, but embossed rounded knuckles also appear on gauntlets much later in the 16 th century, although
with longer, flared cuffs, so it might have been a composite gauntlet. We shall never know, but the fact remains that
Bartel may have discarded a gauntlet more appropriate for the armour – and perhaps that even belonged with the
vambraces – in favour of an associated fluted gauntlet. By the time I saw the armour in the Gwynn Collection, that
left gauntlet had been replaced by another Bartel copy: made to match the right gauntlet, an original early example
fluted in the ‘Maximilian’ style, c.1510-15. He had also restored the thumb lames of the right gauntlet (possibly from
old metal), and now the rivets articulating the plates were peened over on the outside of the lames (Fig 3).

Fig 3. Anonymous and Raymond Bartel. Pair of ‘Maximilian’ gauntlets.
Germany, c.1510-15 (true right gauntlet); New York, 1931-34 (true left
gauntlet). Steel, leather. Photo: © Copyright Author.
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Fig 4. Anonymous.
The cuirass of the armour.
Probably Nuremberg,
c.1500-05. Steel, leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

At this point the story of the armour takes an ironic twist. Peter told me that Bartel had embossed the bottom lames
of the tassets, with small ‘sprays’ of fluting to match the ‘Maximilian’ gauntlet, which didn’t even belong to the armour. Worse, he had also embossed matching sprays of fluting on the lames of the spaulders over the points of the
shoulders (Fig 4). And from that old black and white photo, it is clear that originally there was no fluting on the tassets or on the points of the shoulders. What Peter asked me to do was a variation on what Bartel should have done
back in 1931: instead of altering the vambraces and tassets to match an associated gauntlet (and assuming the original left gauntlet was also associated), Bartel should either have acquired a plain pair (Fig 5), or if none could be
found, just made a plain pair of gauntlets, like the new gorget he made. That he didn’t do so is very odd in itself, and
it causes me to wonder if Hearst knew just how heterogenous the armour he was buying actually was.
And while we are on the subject of the spaulders/vambraces, the besagews mounted on the armour when I saw it are
not there in the old black and white photo, and their method of mounting is completely wrong anyway, 2 so once
again I think these are additions made by Bartel (Fig 4).
What this story tells us is that Bartel was freely adapting the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour during his restoration, and before
it went into Hearst’s collection at St Donat’s Castle.
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Left: Fig 5. Anymous and Author. Pair of
mitten gauntlets. Possibly Innsbruck,
c.1495-1505. Steel, gold, leather. Private
collection. Photo: © Copyright Author.
The knuckle plates of these gauntlets
were originally gilded

Right: Fig 6. Anonymous, Raymond
Bartel and Author. Pair of gauntlets.
Germany, c.1510-15 (true right
gauntlet); New York, 1931-34 (true
left gauntlet); Colchester, 1997
(cuffs). Steel, leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

As Peter knew the one antique gauntlet was both associated and later in date (and I doubt he valued the Bartel gauntlet much at all), he asked me to remove the cuff plates of both gauntlets and replace them with plain ones. I agreed to
do it, because I was a lot younger then and eager to please such an important client, but I would not undertake such
work now. Even though Peter said I could keep the old cuffs, I made sure they went back to him, so they could at
least be kept with the armour, as part of its history, and could perhaps be reassembled one day. The gauntlets were
photographed before and after the work, as a record of what had been done (as you can see here in this article). The
work was carried out at my workshop (Fig 6). Unfortunately, I learned later that Peter gave the old cuffs away to a
friend. Peter even considered the possibility of having me flatten out Bartel’s fluting of the tassets, but fortunately he
never got as far as actually asking me to do it.
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Right: Fig 7. Anonymous. Internal view of the left cuisse of
the armour. Probably Nuremberg, c.1505-10. Steel, leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

Left: Fig 8. Anonymous. Internal view
of the cuisses of the armour after
re-strapping. Probably Nuremberg,
c.1505-10. Steel, leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

The second phase of my work on the armour was the re-strapping of the cuisses with oil-tanned buff leather, as Bartel’s leather straps were deteriorating badly from the fungal condition known as ‘red rot’, which turns leather which
is not oil-tanned rust-red and reduces it to powder. The circumstances of the work showed how little Peter valued the
gauntlets compared to the legharness, because this time he would not allow the cuisses out of his sight: the work
would have to be done in his house. This caused some logistical difficulties, because I would have to take any necessary tools and materials to his house, and improvise ways of working that would have been much easier in my workshop, with all my tools to hand. I did as much ‘prepping’ in advance as I could, and on the day I was assisted by David Edge, armourer of the Wallace Collection.
The work on the cuisses was duly carried out under the gaze of the concerned owner (an experience I did not particularly appreciate), and although it did not provide any further revelations about alterations to the armour, it did give
me the chance to make two observations: firstly, that the cuisses have the same filed batch marks 3 as the vambraces
(‘II’), showing that they do actually belong together, and secondly, that although they are of a very high standard of
workmanship, as are the greaves of this armour, they were never intended to be worn with these greaves, nor indeed
any greaves. Apart from the fact that these greaves have medial ridges up their fronts (as you would expect), and the
cuisses do not, the cuisses have internal lining bands for padded liners that run from the top of the thighs all the way
down to below the knees. So the cuisses originally formed part of an armour that finished below the knees, and did
not have greaves or sabatons. Bartel had replaced those lining bands, but he was using original rivet holes, so there is
no doubt that this was the original form of the cuisses (Figs 7 - 9). Dating from the final years of the 15th century, we
can see that the greaves were once fitted with removable articulated plate sabatons, because the front arches for the
feet each have three holes for locating pins to mount them: one at the top of each arch and two more low down on
either side (Fig 9). The springiness of the steel plates of the sabatons would have kept them securely in place when
worn. But even if they don’t belong to the cuisses, the greaves are nevertheless of a quality and from a type of armour appropriate for a nobleman like Kunz Schott, and they are of the right date.
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Fig 9. Anonymous. The lower parts of the cuisses and greaves of the armour.
Probably Nuremberg, c.1495-1500 (greaves), c. 1505-10 (cuisses). Steel,
leather. Photo: © Copyright Author.
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What is the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour?
In considering what the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour might actually be, the first thing we have to do is mentally remove the
very obviously associated and modern elements, and recent alterations to the plates, and see what we are left with.
Therefore, we have to remove: the gorget (1930s), the gauntlets (1510-15 and later), the besagews (1930s) and the
fluting on the tassets and spaulders (1930s).
It has also been suggested that the Schott arms (Fig 7) were engraved onto the breastplate after the working lifetime
of the armour,4 but I don’t think I agree. If the arms were applied to the armour as part of its display in the Rittersaal
at Schloss Erbach, I would have expected them to have been coloured red and white afterwards, and not overpainted
black, as can be clearly seen in the 1926 photo (Fig 2). And there is another detail which strongly suggests that the
arms are old: they are very worn, and in places they have been ground away entirely. Bartel would have been very
keen to preserve the arms, as the attribution to Kunz Schott may have come from them in large part, so I don’t believe the wear to them comes from his cleaning off the black and gold paint (and to his credit, he didn’t ‘refresh’
them). Original etching and engraving was often quite deep, and as an experienced restorer, to me that looks like
over-cleaning of the breastplate over a very long period of time, so I’m going to stick my neck out and say I think the
arms are original.
That leaves us with: the vambraces and cuisses, the greaves, the cuirass with the engraved arms and the sallet.

Fig 10. Anonymous. The Schott arms on the breastplate of the armour. Photo: © Copyright Author.
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From their batch marks, the vambraces and cuisses undoubtedly belong together, but there are no matching batch
marks on the cuirass or helmet. Whilst this might not be important regarding the sallet (see below), I would have expected the cuirass to have the same batch marks as the vambraces and cuisses if they all been made as part of the
same armour. The inside of the backplate is struck with the ‘Pearled N’ mark associated with the city of Nuremberg,
but it is not struck inside the breastplate. The lack of any batch marks on the breast and back could be read as ‘zero’,
so the absence of the ‘Pearled N’ from the breastplate may not be significant, and they may indeed belong together:
they certainly look as though they do. However, it is also interesting to note that this mark is absent from the vambraces and cuisses, and together with the lack of matching batch marks, this makes it very unlikely that the cuirass,
vambraces and cuisses belong together. Whilst this does not in any way rule out the possibility that they were used
together during their working lifetime,5 the chances of these pieces having together formed the armour of a Franconian nobleman are remote, to say the least, especially as circa 1500, an armour worn by a man of that rank could be
expected to have greaves, and possibly sabatons, and as we have seen, these cuisses were never intended to be worn
with greaves.
Leaving aside the batch marks (or lack of them) on these pieces, there are stylistic differences that mark them out as
the work of two different armourers, and appear to indicate slightly different dating. This was a period of transition,
as German and Austrian armourers adopted rounded Italian forms, and Italian armourers began to use German embosses – ‘fluted’ – decoration,6 so we should be careful of assuming strict linear development in styles. Indeed, there
would be stylistic overlaps in any period. However, the upper edge of the breastplate is turned outwards, to create a
crisp, almost ‘knife-edged’, boxed turn which is slightly concave, and while the boxed turned edges of the gussets at
the armpits are turned inwards, they are also very crisp (much like the knuckle plates of the gauntlets in Fig 5). By
contrast, the inward turns at the tops of the main plates of the cuisses are slightly rounded and convex in section, and
not as well defined as the turned edges of the breastplate and gussets – they are not the work of the same armourer
(Figs 4 and 7). The vambraces and cuisses also have sunken bands around the wings of the couters and poleyns, yet
the cuirass has no sunken bands whatsoever. In the early years of the 16 th century armourers began to apply applied
sunken bands to the edges of plates (of both plain and fluted armour), starting with certain elements, like the couter
and poleyn wings, and the bottom edges of the tassets, and in time extending their use to the edges of most or all of
the elements of an armour, so their absence on some parts of an armour is not conclusive proof of that armour being
composite. However, if the vambraces and cuisses were made to go with the cuirass, at the very least I would have
expected to see sunken bands around the lower edges of the bottom plates of the tassets, to ‘tie’ the elements together
stylistically, and possibly also running along their inside edges, going up and over the fork. So while these elements
may have been worn together in their working lifetime, I do not believe they were made to go together, and nor do I
believe they are the work of the same armourer.
That brings us to the sallet (Figs 11 and 12), which once again is not of the quality that I would expect would be
worn by a nobleman – quite the opposite, in fact. Notwithstanding the polished surfaces that it has now, the helmet is
one of a group from this period known to scholars today as ‘black’ sallets, as they were left rough from the hammer
and not polished.7 They were subsequently either painted in bright, heraldic colours (Figs 13 and 14), or given fabric
covers, as can be seen in the depictions by the Nuremberg artist Albrecht Dürer (Figs 15 and 16). It is often suggested that these covers might have been of leather, but all inventory descriptions of helmets that I have seen from the
15th or 16th centuries mention only textile covers for helmets,8 and not leather, and in Dürer’s engraving, the (rather
frayed) decorative embroidery of the cover is clearly visible (Fig 16). Pairs of holes for the attachment of a cover are
punched in the surfaces of both the skull and visor of the helmet A 3a, in the Hofjagd-und Rüstkammer, Vienna (Fig
14), although the visors of Dürer’s figures are left uncovered.9 These sallets were made in different forms, the most
common being the so-called ‘sou-wester’ shape (Fig 14), and also the ‘owl-faced’ form of the ‘Kunz Schott’ sallet,
which has simple articulations at the nape of the neck. To keep costs low, the minimum amount of shaping was done
on these helmets (although some examples have rudimentary faces embossed into their visors 10). The manufacture of
the ‘Kunz Schott’ sallet was made even faster (and thus cheaper) by producing the skull in two main pieces: a shallow bowl with a flat top, rivetted to a wide strip forming the sides and rear. There is no possibility that a nobleman
would have worn such a cheap, mass-produced item.
And while the ‘Kunz Schott’ sallet is polished now, I very much doubt that was the surface finish that Bartel found
when he removed the gold and black paint covering it. I believe that it was originally hammer-finished, and that Bartel polished it up to match the smooth surfaces of the rest of the armour. Moreover, I doubt that the engraved lines
suggesting a crest over the skull are original, and I think it is possible that they were applied by Bartel (Fig 11). The
original appearance of this sallet would have been something like the sallet in the Wallace Collection, which also
comes from the collection in Schloss Erbach (Fig 13), but since the original surface is gone, we have no remaining
evidence for any possible painted colour scheme. I do not believe that this was the black and gold colours in which
the whole armour was painted, partly for the reason that the armour was entirely painted in those colours, and partly
because recently traces of the same black and gold colour scheme have been found beneath the (later) red and black
colour scheme painted on another armour that comes from Schloss Erbach (also later in the Hearst Collection), and
now in Glasgow Museums Collections, arriving via the Royal Armouries (Class II.171). The Glasgow armour also
has an ‘owl-faced’ sallet (Fig 20). This suggests to me that the black and gold colour scheme of both these armours
was applied after they entered the Erbach collection (the Schott arms were in fact quartered red and white, or gules
and argent.
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Left: Fig 11. Anonymous. The sallet
of the armour. Probably Nuremberg,
c.1500. Iron or steel, possibly leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

Right: Fig 12. Anonymous. A side
view of the sallet of the armour.
Probably Nuremberg, c.1500. Iron
or steel, possibly leather.
Photo: © Copyright Author.
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Left: Fig 13. Anonymous. ‘Black
sallet’. Germany (Nuremberg?),
c.1500. Iron or steel, tempera(?),
leather, canvas. Photo: © Copyright
Trustees of the Wallace Collection
(CC BY-NC-ND 4.0).

Below: Fig 14. Anonymous. ‘Black’
sallet. Southern Germany, c.14901500. Iron, tempera, leather. Hofjagdund Rüstkammer, Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna (A 3a).
Photo: Martin Klobassa.
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Fig 15. Albrecht Dürer The Rider. Nuremberg, dated 1498. Pen and ink on paper, tinted with watercolour. Graphische
Sammlung Albertina, Vienna (Inv. Num. 3067). Photo: Graphische Sammlung Albertina.
The letters ‘WA’ are embroidered in white on the brown textile cover of his sallet, which matches the surcoat his is
wearing over his cuirass.
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Fig 16. Albrecht Dürer The Knight, Death and the Devil. Nuremberg, signed and dated 1513. Engraving
on laid paper. The National Gallery of Art, Washington. Gift of W. G. Russell Allen (1941.1.20).
Photo: The National Gallery of Art, Washington.

If what I have discussed above demonstrates that the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour cannot have been an homogenous armour
for a nobleman, the sallet, cuirass, vambraces and cuisses nonetheless could have been used together as part of the
sort of armour for which the Nuremberg artist Albrecht Dürer is perhaps best known to students of armour, and here
the Schott arms on the breastplate could have a new significance. In the Albertina in Vienna is his ink and watercolour design of a mounted men-at-arms, signed and dated 1498, and above the figure he has written “This was the armour of the time in Germany” (Fig 15).11 This design later formed the basis of Dürer’s famous engraving The Knight,
Death and the Devil, signed and dated 1513 (Fig 16). As an aside, this should serve as a warning that artists re-used
sketches long after they had been created, and so later works created from them may not accurately reflect current
fashions in clothing or arms and armour. Interestingly, Dürer’s warriors do not wear bevors with their sallets.
14
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Fig 17. Lorenz Helmschmid. Long gauntlet of the Emperor Maximilian I.
Augsburg, c.1490. Steel, gold, copper alloy, leather. Hofjagd-und Rüstkammer,
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (A 62b). Photo: © Copyright Author.

Dürer’s warriors are neither knights nor nobles, but are the sort of light cavalry who would be present in large numbers in armies of the time, as shown for example in the anonymous painting of The Battle in the Forest of 1502, now
part of the collection of the Germanisches National Museum, Nuremberg. 12 Many were mercenaries, and often their
equipment would have been paid for by the city, noble family or mercenary captain that they served, and here the
Schott arms on the breastplate become potentially important. In a period when etching was already in use on fine
armour, the Schott arms on the breastplate are engraved, 13 and the quality of the workmanship is crude, making it
much more likely that this was a form of household mark for armour issued to the retainers of Kunz Schott, rather
than a personal ownership mark of Kunz Schott himself.14
Their armour was not complete from head to toe, finishing - just like the ‘Kunz Schott’ cuisses - just below the knee.
We see this in the Albertina design, but also in the armour worn by Dürer’s Saint George on the left wing of the
Paumgartner Altarpiece, also probably created in 1498 (Fig 18). The Albertina design and the later engraving derived
from it show fluted armours of a late ‘Gothic’ type, where the embossed decoration was just about to develop into
the more rigid lines of the ‘Maximilian’ style at the dawn of the 16th century. The Saint George however, is wearing
a plain armour, and just like the ‘Kunz Schott’ cuisses, his cuisses lack any medial ridges (Fig 18). Lighter cavalry
armours were nothing new, and throughout the 15th century we see for example mounted warriors wearing brigandines rather than cuirasses, and open, rather than closed helmets, but this period seems to mark the evolution of a
more standard form of those light cavalry armours: a cuirass with short, articulated tassets, worn over an articulated
gorget, light vambraces with integral spaulders, gauntlets and a helmet, which might or might not have been visored.
Of course, I am not suggesting complete standardisation in the modern sense, but in the early 16 th century we see
many armours which conform to this general outline, right across Western Europe (Fig 20).
The vambraces of Dürer’s two mounted warriors are of a particular type, fully-integrated from gauntlets to spaulders/
pauldrons. They consist of long gauntlets which reach to the elbow, where they are leathered to couters, and upper
vambraces articulated directly into shoulder defences with integral haute-pieces. Armour with long gauntlets like this
(although not necessarily with integral shoulder defences) was made in various German and Austrian armourproducing centres, and it could be of high quality. The long gauntlet in Fig 17, for example, was Made for Maximilian I by Lorenz Helmschmid of Augsburg in c.1490, and Hans Prunner of Innsbruck made an armour for the young
Philip I in 1488-89, in a plainer style, with long gauntlets of this type (Hofjagd-und Rüstkammer, Vienna, A9). Dürer’s Saint George gives us a much simpler version of this type of armharness, and like his cuisses, they have no fluting at all. Some years ago I came across a very rare survivor of this type of long gauntlet, and it was only a fragment:
the knuckle plate and two finger lames. Yet as simple as it was, it was still recognisably and subtly shaped for the
right hand (Fig 19).
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Above: Fig 19. Anonymous. Knuckle plate and
finger lames of a long gauntlet. Germany or Austria,
c.1495-1500. Iron or steel. Private collection.
Photo: © Copyright Author.

Left: Fig 18. Albrecht Dürer Saint George, left wing
of the Paumgartner Altarpiece. Nuremberg, probably
1498. Oil on panel. Alte Pinakothek, Munich.
Photo: Alte Pinakothek (CC BY-SA 4.0).
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Fig 20. Anonymous. Light cavalry armour
(probably composite). Nuremberg,
c.1500-10. Steel, leather. Kelvingrove
Museum, Glasgow (A.1976.27.k).
Photo: © Copyright Glasgow Museums
Collections (CC BY-NC 4.0).

The ‘Kunz Schott’ vambraces were worn with separate gauntlets, and are fully-articulated at the elbows, which I
think shows that they and their cuisses are a step further along the ‘evolutionary path’ from Dürer’s ‘Gothic’ warriors, moving towards the more standardised Renaissance light cavalry armour that I described above. Importantly,
there is no reason why the sallet, cuirass, vambraces and cuisses could not have been worn together as a light cavalry
armour of this type, similar to the other armour that came from Schloss Erbach. However, seeing as that armour
comes from the Hearst Collection as well, and would have been worked on by Bartel, it should also be viewed with a
great deal of caution, and I very much doubt that it is homogenous (Fig 20).
Finally, as regards a gorget, yes, the ‘Kunz Schott’ cuirass was almost certainly worn with one, judging by the low
neckline of the breastplate. It is impossible to tell whether Dürer’s mounted warriors wore a gorget, because of the
angle of the depictions, the haute-pieces on the left pauldrons, and the hoods they are wearing, but his Saint George
does give us a frontal view of the saint. Here, the neckline of the breastplate is obviously higher than the ’Kunz
Schott’ breastplate, but it is just beginning to descend from the very high line of earlier models, and we can see that
the saint is wearing a mail collar beneath it, instead of a plate gorget. I am sure there was no strict ‘cut-off point’,
when mail collars ceased to be used with these armours but rather that they gradually fell out of use naturally as the
lower fashionable neckline of breastplates left their throats of the warriors more exposed. The low neckline of the
‘Kunz Schott’ cuirass would have required a plate gorget beneath it, and the type of sallet now mounted with the armour was also worn with gorgets. Deep visors on both Italian and German sallets of this period have lower edges that
curve inwards beneath the chin, reducing the open gap between the visor and the upper turned edge of the gorget, and
if the warrior tucked his chin down during a charge, the visor would fit neatly over the turned edge of the gorget to
close the gap quite effectively.
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Conclusion:
I have demonstrated that the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour is a composite construct, the original elements (excluding the
right gauntlet) covering a period of some 20 years. Of those elements, batch marks demonstrate that the vambraces
and cuisses belong together. Those vambraces and cuisses in turn could have been worn together with the sallet and
cuirass as part of a light cavalry armour, composite during its working lifetime. The greaves appear to be unrelated to
the other elements, as the cuisses were not made to be worn with greaves.
We have no documentary evidence that any parts of this armour were the personal equipment of Kunz Schott von
Hellingen, and instead it seems that his name has just become attached to the armour in the way that happens with
some objects over the centuries with famous characters, in this case by misinterpreting the evidence. There is often a
grain of truth at the heart of many legends, and here that ‘grain’ is the arms engraved on the breastplate, which have
been interpreted as proof that the armour was worn by Kunz Schott. If those arms were – as I believe – applied to the
breastplate during its working lifetime, then that does not automatically mean the cuirass was his. The quality is just
too poor in my opinion, for a man of his rank, at a time when etching would have been much more likely to have
been used for the job. In addition, I would have expected the arms to probably have been partially gilded in a
‘monochrome’ version of the quartered arms. The simple nature and poor quality of the work suggest instead that the
wearer was of a much lower social status.
Rather than a mark of personal ownership, I believe the arms on the breastplate are a form of ‘arsenal’ mark applied
to armour issued to one of the many armed retainers of Kunz Schott von Hellingen who were equipped as light cavalry. The arms were most probably picked out in coloured paint, which would have stood out against a colour oxide
finish applied to the surface of the armour, particularly if it was a dark blue-grey, as was commonly used on armour
in the German States at this time. The Nuremberg painting of The Battle in the Forest shows groups of light cavalrymen wearing black sallets which are painted (or have fabric covers) in colours which match the livery colours of
their surcoats and clothes, marking them out as what appear to be separate units. Dürer’s mounted warrior of 1498
also has a surcoat matching his sallet. So if the black sallet of the ‘Kunz Schott’ armour was worn together with this
cuirass, I would expect it to have been painted red and white, similar to the black sallet in Fig 14 (quite possibly with
a monstrous face like the Wallace sallet), and to have been worn with a livery of the same colours.
Whether or not the sallet, cuirass, vambraces and cuisses were actually worn together during their working lifetime,
we shall never know, but it is possible. The armour as bought by Hearst and seen in the 1926 photo was certainly a
composite, put together to satisfy the taste for displaying armours complete from head to foot, and by which time it
was believed to be the personal armour of Kunz Schott von Hellingen, because of the engraved arms on the breastplate. Today that attribution can be shown to be mistaken, but I hope I have shown in this this article that the armour
is nonetheless extremely interesting.
Chris Dobson, September 2022.

Notes:
1

See my forthcoming book, Beaten Black and Blue. The Myth of the Medieval Knight in Shining Armour, due for publication in
September 2022.
2
For correct mounting of besagews, see my article: Two Besagews. A Comparison of Some Surviving 15th Century Shoulder Defences (PDF article, published 26th August 2012, available from my website www.renaissancedissident.com and on
www.academia.edu).
3
Chris Dobson What do Armourers’ Marks Mean? (Article, Park Lane Arms Fair Catalogue, 2005).
4
Stuart Phyrr The Ronald S. Lauder Collection: Selections from the 3rd Century BC to the 20th Century. Germany, Austria and
France. Exhibition Catalogue, Neue Galerie, New York, October 27th 2011 – April 2nd 2012 (Prestel Verlag, Munich · London ·
New York 2011).
5
For a discussion of the re-use of elements of armour in different armours during their working lifetimes see the introduction of
my book Restoration. The Art of Chris Dobson (eBook, 2018, available from my website www.renaissancedissident.com).
6
See my eBook Alla Tedesca? Italian ‘Gothic’ Armour and the Export Trade (eBook, 2012, available from my website
www.renaissancedissident.com).
7
This is not to say that hammer-finished armour was particular either to the German States or to this time period. Ibid note 1.
8
Ibid.
9
These pairs of holes for locating covers are often found on the surfaces of sallets which are actually painted, suggesting that
they were often punched through the surfaces during manufacture, and the decision to either paint or cover the helmet could be
taken later.
10
See for example the sallet in the Wallace Collection (A 85) and particularly the sallet in the Cleveland Museum of Art
(1916.1646, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Severance).
11
“Dz ist dy rustung Zw der czeit / Im tewtzschlant gewest”
12
Anonymous Die Schlacht im Walde. Nuremberg, 1502. Tempera on canvas. Germanische National Museum (Inv. Num.
Gm579).
13
Engraving is the manual cutting of a design or inscription into the surface of the metal with a sharpened tool called a burin.
Etching is carried out using an acid that eats into the surface of the metal. In the latter case the design is formed by first applying
a type of varnish – a ‘resist’ – that blocks the action of the acid, in one of two ways: either the design is painted on with the resist, or scratched out of an overall coat of the resist with a sharp tool.
14
Ibid note 3.
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